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Nests of Russian culture (Stankevich’s circle, the Aksakovs familв, 
Kurdiumov’s circle). Generating ideas bв circles of friends: On the problem 

of continuity. 

Yurii Mann (Russian State Humanitarian University, Moscow, Russia) 
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From Tsar Golod (‘King Hunger’) to Stachka (‘The Strike’): An impact of 
Leonid Andreev’s plaв on the first film by Sergei Eisenstein. 

Natalia Skorokhod (St-Petersburg State Cinema & TV Institute and St-Petersburg 

State Stage Art Institute) 

 

Russian avant-gКrНО oП tСО 1920’s was usually associated with radical ideas and manifestos that 

denied not only the heritage of classical Russian culture but also the art of the Silver Age. 

However, contemporary research concerning the history of art has often discovered the facts and 

materials proving the continuity and intersections between the different artistic styles and 

directions of the Russian Silver Age and Russian avant-garde (the so-called “October Age”). 

For instance, speaking on the theatre matter we are to remember that the concept of the so-called 

"Creative theatre" (made by Pavel Kerzhentsev) based on the activity of the revolutionary 

masses inherits the idea of “sobornost” (catholicity), developed by Russian philosophers from 

Alexei Khomyakov to Vladimir Solovyov. 

 

The theme of my report is connecting with such a cause, an impact and the intersections between 

the SТХvОr КnН OМtoЛОr AgО’s art. I mean the effect of LОonТН AnНrОвОv’s “Tzar Golod” (King 

Hunger, 1907) on the concept and screenplay “Stachka”(The Strike) by Sergei Eisenstein (1925). 

This subject has never been studied in theatre or drama nor in any film research. It was the 

respected film researcher from Moscow Vladimir Zabrodin who gave me the idea of a possible 

link between “Stachka” and the play by Andreev which, by the way, has never staged. I’Н also 

like to express my thanks to him for such a gift 

 

It is interesting that both  the play by Andreev and the film by Eisenstein -  focused on the same 

event - the loss of the first Russian revolution of 1905. The “Tzar Golod” depicts a rebellion of 

hungry people, the “Stachka” - an uprising of the oppressed workers. 

As is well known, Eisenstein came to the cinema from stage direction and design and “Stachka” 

– his first full-length feature film, before which, almost all prОvТous МТnОЦКtТМ НТrОМtor’s 
experiences were related to their theater practice. It is a concrete fact that in 1922 - two years 

before he began with his preparations for “Stachka” - Sergei worked on the design of the play 

“Tzar Golod” by Leonid Andreev. 

 

The production was preparing for the stage of the Moscow Proletkult-theatre (the Theatre 

belonged to the powerful flow of proletarian culture supported by the state) by Vladinir 

Tihonovich as a director. Eisenstein himself was fascinated by the play believing that it "would 

be a huge boom" on the premiere. Unfortunately the production was forbidden by the censors for 

the reason that there was widespread hunger across Russia at that time.  

 

It Тs tСО BКФСrusСТn’s TСОКtrО MusОuЦ Тn MosМoа tСКt storОs МostuЦОs and makeup sketches 

made by EТsОnstОТn Пor AnНrООv’s pХКв. TСО stuНвТng КnН МoЦpКrТng oП the sketches with some 

of the images of  “Stachka”  leads to the conclusion that the eccentric costumes and make-up in 

“Tzar Golod”  were partly used to highlight the grotesque characters of the film. But the most 

significant point is tСКt tСО pХot oП AnНrООv’s pХКв was most likely the foundation of the 

“Stachka” screenplay.  Three screenwriters under the control of Eisenstein himself worked on 

the script. 



 

The report analyzes the motive of provocation, which made both the action of the play and the 

screenplay, as well as the triple-level that existed within its composition: to feed capitalists at the 

top, below there were marginal-lumpens, and the rebellious workers were in-between.   

 

To conclude, tСО struМturО oП tСО pХКв Лв LОonТН AnНrОвОv’s “Tzar Golod” with its’ grotОsquО 
characters and atmosphere of total aggression, anxiety causing and soreness; which, as a result, 

the plot of the play were the resources which inspired Sergei Eisenstein to create his film about 

the first Russian revolution of 1905 -“Stachka”. 
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The Great War and Early Russian Cinema. 

Anna Kovalova (Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia) 

 

In the last decades Russian pre-revolutionary cinema has finally gained an important niche in 

film history. However one of the most significant questions in this field – World War I and its 

influence on Russian cinema – still needs more detailed and fully-fledged research. Film scholars 

have demonstrated that the war had an overall positive effect on the native film industry, 

primarily due to the reduction of competition from foreign films. Pre-revolutionary cinema 

flourished due to a sudden war that almost cut the connections between Russian and European 

studios and radically transformed film distribution and exhibition system. 

 

However, it is possible to argue that, contrary to the generally accepted point of view, World 

War I did not really promote the development of Russian cinema but rather had a negative effect. 

We could not deny that the quantity of films in Russia had suddenly grown when the War started 

and the boundaries nearly closed. But this naturally led to the lower quality of films: tight 

schedules prevented filmmakers from accurate work on their productions. Moreover, high taxes 

and growing economic problems inevitably damaged film distribution and resulted in mass 

closing of cinemas. 

 

Some of the most significant early Russian films (such as ProtaгКnov’s “The Queen of Spades” 

(1916) or BКuОr’s “A Life for a Life” (1916) appeared after the Great War had started. But if we 

carefully analyze Russian films made in 1913 and in the spring or summer of 1914, we can see 

tСКt ProtКгКnov’s КnН BКuОr’s nОа КОsthetical methods had been discovered before the War, 

thanks to natural development of cinema style and to the influence of foreign films. 

 

To gТvО just onО ОбКЦpХО, VХКНТЦТr GКrНТn’s “Anna Karenina” (1914) starring Maria 

Germanova, was a true masterpiece of early Russian cinema. Only one short sequence of the film 

ОбТsts toНКв. But ОvОn tСТs sОquОnМО provОs GКrНТn’s non-trivial approach to the adaptation of 

ToХstoв’s novОХ. TСОrО Тs К tаo-minute-long scene of Anna sitting on her bed sleeplessly, tensely 

reПХОМtТng on СОr ХТПО. NotСТng СКppОns on tСО sМrООn, tСО vТОаОr’s КttОntТon Тs ПoМusОН on AnnК’s 
emotions, on her thoughts which we are trying to read on her face. This is a typical example of 

“slow” narration, a hallmark of so-called “Russian style” (Yuri TsТvТКn’s tОrЦ) аСТМС МovОrs 
crucial innovative principles of late pre-revolutionary cinema. 

 

Thus the “explosion” of the Great War was not at all necessary for early Russian cinema which 

could have fully developed due to natural reasons without any great convulsions.  

 

  

Сontinuity of tradition or remission: to the problem of research methodology 

in Russian-Soviet musical studies of XX-XXI centuries in the case study of 

Asaf’ev and attitude towards his legacв.  



 

Suzanne-Laetitia Kassian (Université Paris-4, Paris, France) 
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Dance as a Mirror of a National Identity in Russia. 

Elena Yushkova (Independent scholar, Vologda, Russia) 

 

Dance in the Soviet Union had always been considered as a national treasure. However, it 

existed only in two rigid forms: classical ballet and a pseudo-folk dance, which was based on 

many ethnic dances of the Soviet republics. The process of formation of these “right” forms for 

the regime was not easy, because in the 1920s there were many different dance styles that 

actually started to develop before the October Revolution. All these forms had been forbidden by 

the beginning of the 1930s.  

 

These two quite stagnant dance forms wonderfully portrayed the Soviet identity – on the one 

hand, aspiration for pure perfection which correlated with the total glossing over the truth to 

conceal unpleasant features, and, on the other hand – “narodnost”, a people-oriented way of 

perception of the reality. Both forms were almost deprived of the opportunity to search for any 

new ideas. European and American dance trends of the 1930-1980s were considered as 

bourgeois and were forbidden in the USSR. 

 

After the fall of the Soviet Union lots of free dance forms poured into the country, competing 

with classical ballet and folk dance. Since that time and until the early Putin era, dance had been 

developing very fast and reflected the formation of the new Russian man – wealthy, free, open to 

the world, interacting with numerous contemporary trends and very creative.  

 

Nevertheless, by 2016 the state of dance has reflected a new reality: now Russia again is proud 

of a very pompous classical ballet, represented by a few large state theaters, with its extremely 

expensive stage equipment and ticket prices comparable with a month’s income of an average 

Russian citizen from outside Moscow. On the other side are tСО НoаnsСТПtОr’s Кrt oП non-

classical, sometimes even protesting, dance forms, which are popular in “narrow” circles of 

creative young people.  

 

The relationships between dance and social and political life in Russia-Soviet Union-Russia will 

be considered in the paper in a historical perspective. 

 



 

A is for AZBUKA, B is for BUKVAR: Reading Russian Illustrated Primers 

(1694-2007). 

Jeremy Howard (University of St Andrews, St Andrews, UK) 

 

For three centuries, irrespective of socio-political quantum shifts, illustrated primers have been 

the building blocks of Russian literacy. From KКrТon IstoЦТn’s Bukvar to RoЛОrt SККФвКnts’ 
Azbuka dlya Malyshey the images of these primers tell a story, not just of learning to read and 

write but also of community, tradition, change, nature and worldview. This paper reads their 

visual pedagogy as a history of education, culture and art. Charting the ebbs and flows of 

religious and secular primers over time it aims to both reveal and deconstruct the consistent and 

different, civic and aesthetic, in these individual and communal developments. key formulators 

of identity. Most attention will be preserved for works produced in the late Tsarist and early 

Soviet periods, since it was then that the popular azbuka and beautiful bukvar, really emerged as 

a vital component of widespread individual and communal development. 

 

 

Continuous motifs in Russian letters: on the ‘man of nature’ and ‘man of 
culture’. 

Olga Tabachnikova (University of Central Lancashire, Preston, UK) 

 

The paper considers two polar perceptions of the world, present particularly prominently in 

Russian literature of the last two centuries. The opposite philosophies in question – or rather 

those literary characters who profess them – can be tentatively labeХХОН Кs ‘ЦКn oП nКturО’ КnН 
‘ЦКn oП МuХturО’, КnН ОssОntТКХХв ОЦЛoНв tаo НТППОrОnt КttТtuНОs to МuХturО КnН rОКson. In tСТs 
notКtТon, ‘ЦКn oП МuХturО’ Тs К rОПХОМtТng ТnНТvТНuКХ, ОnsХКvОН Лв СТs ТntrospОМtТon, вОt ПrОО to rО-

аrТtО tСО ‘nКrrКtТvО oП СТs ХТПО’; аСТХО ‘ЦКn oП nКturО’ Тs, on tСО МontrКrв, ПrОО ПroЦ ТntrospОМtТon, 
and thus capable of action, but is enslaved instead by his own passions, by the element inherent 

in his nature. This binary classification is, of course, an abstraction (since in reality the 

boundaries between such sensibilities are blurred and porous), but provides a new system of co-

ordinates, useful – as is argued – for cultural and literary research. Moreover, as the paper also 

demonstrates, using as an illustration Mikhail Bulgakov’s МОХОЛrКtОН novОХ ‘MКstОr КnН 
MКrgКrТtК’ КnН AnНrОТ PХКtonov’s storв ‘TСО RОturn’, tСТs МХКssТПТМКtТon МКn ЛО КppХТОН not onХв 
to literary heroes, but to the works of literature as such.   

 

 

Lermontov’s Pechorin: Italian resonances. 

Sabia Costantini (University of Central Lancashire, Preston, UK) 

 

At the end of the 18
th

 century, Europe went through the period of cultural changes which affected 

major developing countries, reaching as far as Russia. The German artistic, literary tendency 

“Sturm und Drang” and the Neoclassicism movement paved the way to Romanticism and to a 

completely innovative set of beliefs. Perceived as a revolutionary movement, artists, 

philosophers, and writers fragmented reasoning conventions, abolished the anesthetization of 

emotions – previously established by the Age of Enlightenment – and aimed for freedom of 

expression and great individualistic achievements. The attention dedicated to the strenuous 

research of the real self's essence led many writers to re-consider the figure of man, no longer 

seen as a rational being, but as a passionate, flawed, rebellious human. My essay aims to 

introduce the idea of “the Superfluous man”, shaped by the Romantic poet Mikhail Lermontov 

and the concept of “cosmic pessimism”, and idealized by the Italian Giacomo Leopardi. The 



connections and the distinctions between the two virtuosi writers and their literary achievements, 

the concept of the Russian “rebellious man” intertwined with the Italian romantic world of 

alienation will be the main themes of this research paper. 

 
 

Tolstoв’s ‘Anna Karenina’ and Gogol’s ‘The Overcoat’: use of colours as a 
narrative devise. 

Francesca Kennedy (University of Central Lancashire, Preston, UK) 

 

Gogol was undoubtedly the master of colour and in some ways was unequalled at that. Thus 

Nabokov, who famously suffered from colour synaesthesia, once stated that Gogol was the only 

writer to appreciate yellow and violet. Furthermore, as this paper will argue, Gogol used colour 

as a narrative device in his major аorФs. In tСО sКЦО vОТn, ToХstoв’s usО oП МoХour ПoМusОН on СТs 
МСКrКМtОr’s ЦorКХТtв КnН ОЦotТonКХ stКtО. 
  

This paper offers a comparative analysis of the use of colour in two major classics of Russian 

literature – GogoХ’s ‘TСО OvОrМoКt’ КnН ToХstoв’s ‘AnnК KКrОnТnК’.  
 

 

 

Pavel Florensky's concept of discontinuity. 

Andrea Oppo (Pontificia Facoltà Teologica della Sardegna, Italy) 

Discontinuity [razryv] Тs К pТvotКХ МonМОpt Тn PКvОХ FХorОnsФв’s philosophy and theory of 

knowledge. It can be detected in many fields and subjects: mathematics, physics, semiotics, 

КОstСОtТМs Лut КХso tСОoХogв КnН ХТtОrКturО. FХorОnsФв’s unТvОrsО Тs К ‘НТsМontТnuous НouЛХО’ Тn 
which an earthly and natural state of things is opposed to an upper-world that is ruled by 

different geometrical laws and is knowable only by abstraction. In between, there is always a 

tСrОsСoХН (К sвЦЛoХ, Кn ‘ТМon’) tСКt МonnОМts tСО tаo. TСТs pКpОr аТХХ ТnvОstТgКtО tСО Цost 
literary aspects of this process (less-explored aspects that have, in fact, been rarely dealt with by 

Florensky scholars and even by the author himself), which involve among, other things, a 

rОКНТng oП SСКФОspОКrО’s Hamlet and an original and ambitious attempt to interpret the physical 

spКМО Тn DКntО’s Divine Comedy. 

 

Searching for the truth. Berlin as an Outpost of Russian Thought: Discursive 

Spaces, Cultural Production and the Art of Translation, 1921-1924. 

Susanne Marten-Finnis (University of Portsmouth, Portsmouth, UK) 

 

During the years 1921-24, the centre of Russian creativity had moved from Russia to Berlin, the 

first and, as it turned out, preliminary capital of Russian Emigration. Most of the creative forces 

of pre-revolutionary Russia had gathered in Berlin and established for themselves a space of 

communication. Their communication was enabled by a throbbing microcosm of Russian 

publishing enterprises that made Berlin not just 'a’ but the centre of Russian publishing, with 

more books appearing in Russian than in German. 

 

Russian book publishing was a response to the literacy campaigns of the new Soviet elites and 

the needs of the growing Russian communities in the centres of emigration. At the same time, a 

flourishing Russian periodical culture enabled Soviet and emigrated Russians to debate their 

concerns in a discursive space they shared outside their homeland. Early 1920s Russian Berlin 

thus provides an excellent case study to document an upsurge of Russian thought, discontinuities 

and abrupt rifts. 



 

In my paper, I will survey some of the ideologies that drove Russian cultural production in 

Berlin, in particular within the art sector, together with their mouthpieces: artistic reviews that 

brought across the respective messages of their editors to both Russian and international 

audiences, and thus turned the German capital into a hub for the postulation of their manifestos 

while, at the same time, making Berlin the centre of an international Russian culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continuity and discontinuity in émigré views on the future of Russia. 

Ben Dhooge (Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium) 

 

In 1928, the émigré journal Volja Rossii published two long narrative poems – 366 and 148 lines, 

respectively – on the Revolution and its aftermath: VjačОsХКv LОЛОНОv’s PШėЦК vrОЦОЧЧвМС ХОЭ 
КnН AХОФsОj ĖjsnОr’s Konnica. Both poems draw a future that is a logical, inevitable, predestined 

continuation of RussТК’s rОЦotО КnН rОМОnt pКst, Лut КrО ОssОntТКХХв НТППОrОnt Тn tСОТr orТОntКtТon. 
In LОЛОНОv’s poОЦ, tСО МontТnuТtв МonsТsts prОМТsОХв Тn RussТК’s EuropОКn МСКrКМtОr, аСТХО Тn 
ĖjsnОr’s Тt МonsТsts prОМТsОХв Тn tСО nКtТon’s orТОntКХ МСКrКМtОr. At tСО sКЦО time, however, both 

poems – or ЛotС vТОаs on СТstorв КnН RussТК’s pКst, prОsОnt КnН ПuturО – also stress the need for 

КnН ХogТМ oП rupturО КnН НТsМontТnuТtв. In LОЛОНОv’s аОstОrnТst vТОа, К НТsМontТnuКtТon oП tСО 
Russian / eastern tradition is a sine qua non Пor ПuХПТХХТng RussТК’s НОstТnв, orТgТnКХХв sОt out Лв 
PОtОr tСО GrОКt. In ĖjsnОr’s EurКsТКnТst vТОа, tСО КnnТСТХКtТon oП tСО EuropОКn trКНТtТon КnН Тts 
replacement by eastern values, unifying all Asian people, is aimed for. The decision of the editor 

of tСО journКХ, MКrФ SХonТЦ, to puЛХТsС ЛotС ‘opposОН’ poОЦs Тn tКnНОЦ КnН КММoЦpКnв tСОЦ 
аТtС К МrТtТМКХ КrtТМХО Тn аСТМС ЛotС МontТnuТtв КnН НТsМontТnuТtв pХКв К МОntrКХ roХО (‘RossТjК Т 
EvropК’) Тs Кs tОХХТng Кs tСО poОЦs’ sСКrОН ПoМus КnН КpproКМС. EquКХly significant is the émigré 

МoЦЦunТtв’s КppКrОnt sТХОnМО on ЛotС poОЦs. At К tТЦО oП rupturО – the Revolutions, the 

splitting up of the Russian nation into a Soviet and émigré sphere, the beginning development of 

two countercultures – both poems could have led to serious debates on Russian culture and 

RussТК’s pКst КnН ПuturО. NonОtСОХОss, ЛotС poОЦs, НОspТtО СКvТng КttrКМtОН tСО КttОntТon oП 
many, seem to have been largely ignored. This paper will focus on (the realization of) the idea of 

continuity and discontinuity in both poems and on its peculiar reception.  

  
 

“Ах, я  их  е ь, А е и  их…”:  Pnin the Wanderer as an 

incarnation of Russian fin de siècle culture abroad. 

Elena Chugunova-Paulson (Independent Researcher, Cambridge, UK) 

 

Pnin was the third English-language novel published by Nabokov in 1957 after The Real Life of 

Sebastian Knight (1940) and Bend Sinister (1947), and immediately achieved great success from 

the Western audience. The tragically complicated history of misfortunes in the life of Timofey 

Pavlovich Pnin, a professor of Russian studies at Waindell College, whose “Russian was music, 

his English was murder,” demonstrates the difficulties which nearly every Russian noble émigré 

could face after leaving revolutionary Russia: solitude, a vagrant life with unpredictable turns 

and twists, asperity, loss of members of the family, poverty and a lack of understanding of the 

natives and of the new (American) culture. As we know from the history of the novel, at first 

Nabokov was going to end his plot with the sudden death of Pnin, but the editor refused the idea: 

Nabokov accepted the changes, and we got a story where the main character is continuing his 



wanderings, which are supposed to be endless. Hence, Pnin turned into something quite new: a 

miserable, slightly harlequinesque hero (Nabokov described him as a person with “spindly legs”) 

who failed almost everywhere, transformed into a character, which could be compared with the 

many classical examples (so to say, key figures) of weird and lonely wanderers, like Don 

QuТбotО, MОХЦotС tСО АКnНОrОr or CСТХН HКroХН. PnТn’s sСout Тn tСО ПТrst МСКptОr (КПtОr СТs Об-

аТПО’s vТsТt) “I haf nofing left, nofing, nofing!” could mean not only his physical and 

psychological instability, but – broadly – his readiness to the new – obscure and dramatic – 

future. “Some people—and I am one of them—hate happy endings. We feel cheated. Harm is the 

norm. Doom should not jam. The avalanche stopping in its tracks a few feet above the cowering 

village behaves not only unnaturally but unethically.” Nabokov prepared his character for more 

adventures: he urges him as his harlequins from the early poem “ , я    , 
 …”. 

 

 

The image of earth in Russian consciousness: from Russian folklore to the 

works of Boris Mozhaev. 

Olga Stukalova (Institute of Art Education and Cultural studies of the Russian Academy 

of Education, Moscow, Russia) 
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“Historians write from the past to the present, but think from the present to 

the past.” ‘Discontinuitв’ as a rhetorical device in a ‘continuous’ Russian 
history. 

Wim Coudenys (the University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium) 

 

When Alexander Etkind wrote that “Historians write from the past to the present, but think from 

the present to the past,” he touched upon two key issues of history: 1) history is a narrative, in 

which 2) continuity – a linear story from the beginning to the end – is a prerequisite. Russian 

СТstorв Тs no ОбМОptТon to tСТs ruХО: tСО ТНОК oП ‘НТsМontТnuТtв’ tСКt sООЦs to НoЦТnКtО Тt, Тs 
nothing less than a rhetorical device so as to add tension to the narrative. It builds on the 



dichotomistic thinking that dominates science and Western thinking since at least the 17
th

 

century and it suits the Russian rulers who want to present their rule as the best that could 

happen to Russia (as opposed to previous periods).  

In my paper I want to explore the different modes of continuity in Russian history (linear, 

МТrМuХКr) КnН Сoа tСОв rОХв on ‘НТsМontТnuТtв’ to provО tСОТr МКsО. I аКnt to ХooФ Кt tСО suЛjОМt 
from a diachronic perspective, covering the period from the late 17

th
 century to the present. 

Almost every Russian historian (and ruler) strОssОs tСО ‘МontТnuТtв’ oП RussТКn СТstorв ПroЦ tСО 
earliest times to the present, claiming distant eras and regions as their own. Moreover, the idea of 

discontinuity as a rhetorical device (and hence its strength) is corroborated by the fact that 

Western СТstorТКns СКrНХв ОvОr quОstТon tСТs МontТnuous ‘НТsМontТnuТtв’ ЦoНОХ oП RussТКn СТstorв. 

 

 

Athena vs. Gaia: ideology as a prerequisite for cultural ‘explosion’. 
Aleksandr Medvedev (University of Tyumen, Tyumen, Russia) 
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Political terrorism in the context of the Russian cultural consciousness. 

Lidia Sishkina (North-West Institute of Management – branch of the Russian 

Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration, Saint Petersburg, 

Russia) 

 

Contemporary studies have repeatedly noted that Russian history and culture progress in 

accordance with the inversion principle, functioning like a pendulum with one set of values 

being replaced with another. Thus it was in the era of Peter the First's reform, signifying a radical 

departure from the theocratic tradition and a full-scale reorientation towards the Western type of 

consciousness. Therefore it was during the Russian Revolution of 1917, which declared the idea 

of a global restructuring of the world, the cult of the future, and the denial of the past. 

Furthermore, it was in the 1990s, when the legacy of the Soviet era was categorically rejected. 

Russia has never been developing in an evolutionary way, gradually; instead, its movement 

forward has been accompanied by upheavals, eruptions, revolutions. Hence the existence in 

Russian history of extremist phenomena, which include, for instance, the political terrorism of 

the early twentieth century, associated with the activities of the Combat Organization - the 

terrorist wing of the Socialist-Revolutionary Party. Declaring themselves to be the heirs to the 

People's Will organization, this political party, in effect, used the tactic of targeted non-

government violence, considering it their mission to make the government abdicate by physically 

terminating individual politicians.  

It seems incredible that their activities should have received support of the so-called progressive 

circles, but this can be explained by the fact that in their propaganda, theoreticians of terrorism 

struck some fundamental chords of the Russian cultural consciousness. 

1. One of the main ideas was that of inevitable retribution, collocating with the concept of 

'eternal justice', which was very common among Russians. All victims were chosen as symbols 

of government repressions and did not enjoy popular sympathy, which made it possible to claim 

that 'the target for an act of terrorism has been chosen by popular opinion'. The consciousness 

which inherently contained the opposition of 'truth as veracity' (law) and 'truth as justice' saw the 

terrorist as a weapon of 'the response' – punishment which helps execute the victim 'by sentence 

of the people's judgement' for the deed which the law of the state did not want to punish. This 

meaning was explored in 'The Governor', a short story by Leonid Andreyev. 

2. The appealing image was created around the activities of Socialist-Revolutionary terrorists 

associated with selfless heroism, sacrifice, martyrdom and personal sainthood, and it came to 

define the participants and their psychological motivation as well as the popular opinion, which 

helped create a mythical image of the terrorist and whitewashed violence. 



3. The blending of religious thought and terrorism, considered by many prominent cultural 

figures of the early twentieth century to be one of the fundamental features of the Russian 

national character, which viewed 'revolt as religion, and religion as revolt.' Hence the infatuation 

of Russian intelligentsia with religious sects, which were seen to represent 'the unrelenting storm 

of the people', as well as the equation of modern terrorists with early Christian martyrs. The 

concept of the religiosity of Russian terrorism was supported, above all, by the Merezhkovskis' 

circle, who accepted blood-shedding 'on behalf of' and spoke about the sanctity of the 

revolutionary sacrifice; it influenced B. Savinkov, who was close to them, and manifested itself 

in his novel The Pale Horse. 

4. Aestheticization of death. Death was a moral and philosophical justification for the act of 

killing, which was possible only because it was at the same time an act of self-sacrifice. The 

necessity of sacrifice defined the behavior of 'terror heroes', who did not try to avoid death, but, 

on the contrary, craved it. Death on the gallows was seen by terrorists as the indispensable final 

stage of the ritual and the culmination of their destiny. Ivan Kalyaev wrote about the happiness 

associated with dying on the gallows. The heroic behavior of terrorists, who faced death with a 

smile on their lips, drew sympathy of their contemporaries. 

A number of literary works recreating the psychology of Russian political terrorism reflected the 

state of mind of a society that fell under the spell of revolutionary exaltation and did not hear 

voices warning it about the moral responsibility of the intelligentsia, who had experienced an 

obsession with extremism. 

 

 

Economic behaviour and ideological convictions (on Slavophiles and 

Westernisers in contemporary Russia). 

Natalia Vinokurova (Central Economic and Mathematics Institute of the Russian 

Academy of Sciences /CEMI RAS/, Moscow, Russia) 
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Russian discontinuities through the prism of generational conflicts. 

Vladimir Golstein (Brown University, Providence, USA) 

 



In my talk, I propose to consider the paradoxes of Russian cultural development, and 

its discontinuities in particular, through the prism of generational conflict. Russia's oscillations 

between the extremes, its tendency to revisit and question the most basic issues of its historical 

development can be explained through the particular pattern explored by the sociologist, Lewis 

Feuer, who studied generational conflicts in various cultures. According to Feuer, the drastic re-

orientation of a culture occurs when the older generation loses its authority, resulting in the 

younger generation dismissal of the whole set of believes and patterns that the previous 

generation viewed as axioms.  This radical and drastic change of direction manifests itself –
within Russian context – in atheist and socialist sons growing in the families of priests, in 

Slavophiles growing in the families of Westernizers, and so on. 

In the paper I would concentrate on several key phases of this conflict, including a well-known 

one explored by Turgenev, and the more recent ones, as they manifested themselves in post-

Perestroika Russia and Ukraine.    

 

 

“A boom of belated literature (1986-1991)” as one of the possible causes of 

“Generation gap” in contemporary Russian literature; pro et contra. 

Maria Galina (Novy Mir magazine, Moscow, Russia) and Arkady Shtypel (“Forum” 

publishing house, Moscow, Russia) 

The “Perestroika” (Rebuilding) process in Russia led to a boom of the so called “forbidden” (or 

better to say “belated”) Russian literature which included both the texts of the first emigration 

wave, and some previously unpublished texts by authors of the 1930s, as well as texts by 

“authors-dissidents”. Mostly, all of these appeared in the so-called “thick journals” – monthly 

literature magazines which are specifically Russian cultural phenomena.   

 

The situation when, according to observers, «the character of literary process was formatted by 

“belated literature” and we witnessed for the first time the phenomenon when conceptions of 

“modern literature” and “modern literary process” did not coincide»
1
 was studied by prominent 

Russian literature researchers
2
  and revealed the unexpected consequences of such a process – 

«“Compensatory strategy” of the Perestroika period led to bad consequences. It prevented 

writers which had already established themselves from moving forward, but even worse – it 

ПorЦОН ОНТtors’ КttТtuНОs to authors which in Russia are usually named “young”»
3
 

Now, after 25 years, it may be interesting to investigate if there are long-term consequences of 

this situation in the current Russian literary process.  

 

We have studied two of the most relevant lists of prominent prose and poetry in Russian texts.  

In poetry, there were books distinguished by the “  ” (‘Moscow count’) award 

(2003-2014), which every year is given for the best books published by Moscow editors, based 

on a secret vote of near to 200 actual Russian poets. In prose there were books – finalists of the 

reputable Russian annual award “ я ” (Big Book) (2008 – 2015). Overall there 

were books of 40 authors of poetry and 83 prose writers. We examined an age distribution in the 
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two groups of authors. Investigations revealed an abnormally low number of authors born in 

1952-1962 (poetry) and in 1941-1951 (prose), although the previous and next generations of 

authors were quite active. The reason of such phenomena of “the lost generation” and its 

possible connection with “belated literature” phenomena is discussed. 

 

 

Conceptual ‘reefs’ in the development of literarв scholarship: ‘literarв 
historв’ and its periodization as a problem. Theses on the methodology of 

literary-historical research. 

Larisa Polyakova (Tambov University, Tambov, Russia) 

 

This paper studies various aspects of Russian literary development as a function of time, 

focusing on the problem of its periodization. We argue that it is necessary to improve the 

existing terminological base and to differentiate between such terms as «literary history» and 

«literary process». The processes which we can observe in literary and social life can begin, stop 

and change very quickly, leaving their traces in these spheres for some short period of time. Thus 

our conclusion is that literary word has a specific mysterious nature, it is rather polysemantic and 

polymorphous, and that is what makes all attitudes towards literature disputable creating the 

hypothetical character of its history. An artistic discovery, if it is really a discovery, is capable of 

living, is viable, it cannot die of an explosion, even if the latter is too strong. Its nucleus can 

never be destroyed. The same can be said of artistic traditions – they do not just stay alive, but 

grow and develop, performing the functions of energy which makes the movement of the literary 

history. 

  

Key Words: methodology of literary research; terminological base; literary history; literary 

process; traditions. 

 

 

Solгhenitsвn’s ‘Smatterers’ and the pre-Revolutionary Intelligentsia. 

Frances Nethercott (St Andrews University, St Andrews, UK) 

 

‘АО rОКН Vekhi today with a dual awareness, for the ulcers we are shown seem to belong not just 

to an era that is past, but in many respects to our own times as well. That is why it almost 

ТЦpossТЛХО to ЛОgТn tКХФТng КЛout toНКв’s ТntОХХТgОntsТК (…) аТtСout НrКаТng К Мomparison 

between its present attributes and the conclusions of Vehki. Historical insight always offers a 

ЛОttОr unНОrstКnНТng.’ 
   

In tСО opОnТng pКgОs oП СТs ОssКв, ‘TСО SЦКttОrОrs’ (1974), Solzhenitsyn explored definitions of 

the intelligent. Taking his cue from the Vekhovtsy critique of the late-nineteenth-century radical 

intelligentsia, his intention was, of course, to demonstrate the degree to which non-conformist 

intellectuals anН НТssТНОnts oП СТs oаn gОnОrКtТon СКН Хost sТgСt oП tСОТr orТgТns КnН rКТson Н’ОtrО 
as a critically thinking elite. Yet if his blistering attack on the Soviet intelligentsia would seem to 

confirm the notion of discontinuity in Russian culture, the form it took, and, more importantly, 

the deeper concerns driving it, do not. It was, for example, no coincidence, that the very title of 

tСО voХuЦО Тn аСТМС ‘TСО SЦКttОrОrs’ КppОКrОН, Iz pod glyb, was an allusion to De profundis, the 

doomed 1918 sequel to Vekhy that was seized by the Bolsheviks just prior to the distribution of 

its first print run. More specifically, the discursive tools Solzhenitsyn used – ad hominem 

polemics, literary tropes, intertextuality – all belong to the distinctive hallmarks of intelligentsia 

debate. As for the questions he raised – religious belief versus atheism, the individual and the 

МoХХОМtТvО, spТrТtuКХ ПrООНoЦ vОrsus ЦКtОrТКХ gКТn, trutС vОrsus ‘tСО ХТО’ – these, again, derived 



from a well-established stock of intelligentsia concerns, to which successive generations of 

intelligentsia had sought solutions.  

 

It is tempting, then, to regard these features of the intelligentsia tradition as evidence of a deeper 

cultural continuity. However, to do so would be to overlook the essentiallв ‘ЛТnКrв’ quКХТtТОs oП 
both the terms and substance of intellectual reflection: the platforms for articulating ideas – 

polemic, letter, speech, debate – required an (implicit/explicit) addressee; the ideas themselves 

were often developed through paired oppositions – individual and collective, Russia and the 

АОst. As suМС, tСОв КrguКЛХв ХОnt tСОЦsОХvОs vОrв аОХХ to ЦotТПs oП ‘ЛrОКФ’, ‘МrТsТs’, ‘us/tСОЦ’ 
informing narratives of discontinuity in Russian history and culture.  

SoХгСОnТtsвn’s КrguЦОnt tСКt СТs Тmmediate contemporaries had lost their entitlement to 

intelligentsia status is, to my mind, a telling illustration of the multi-faceted ways in which 

МontТnuТtв КnН НТsМontТnuТtв КrО ТnОбtrТМКЛХв ОntаТnОН Тn RussТК’s ТntОХХОМtuКХ trКНТtТon. TСО КТЦ 
of my paper, then, is analyse his essay in light of the levels of coexistence between these 

notionally conflicting cultural paradigms. 

 

 

Rupture vs attraction as receptive motivators of Russian culture. 

Olga Chervinska (Chernivtsy national university named after Yurii Fedkovich, 

Chernivtsy, Ukraine)  

 

The motive of “rupture” (or “break”) long since and up to our time is used by art in varied 

spectrums. In this case, for example, it is possible to proclaim “Guernica” by Pablo Picasso 

(1937) as the ideal model of the active paradigm, as both at a plan-level, and at a form-level we 

read here a tragic irreversibility of the similar fact. The cinema joined to this topic within the last 

50 years (five films with such a title are mainly focused on the tragedy of interpersonal 

relationships). Thus, the problem covers an entire cultural field. The aspiration to take out the 

break on a level of ontological concept is quite logical, that is testified by the branching of its 

modern connotations: it is a question of the breaks of parts of a physical body,the break of 

human relations, the break of generations, breaks of a pattern and so on. In this course the 

researchers refer to studies of Margaret Mead (1960, about the break of generations),  and 

mention the works from 1970 of sociologist Diane Vaughan, and of psychotherapist Susan 

J. Elliott, 2009 and some modern psychologists. However, the attempts to deduce and describe 

certain general stages and types of the conditions leading to break, are represented as too 

mechanistic and outline, in general, accidental contours.  

 

In the aspect of a Russian theme, the break has its own particular accent. Russian culture differs 

in general by its extraordinary sensitivity to any kind of external influences, which can be 

denoted by a number of specific polar states (for example, war or reconciliation, revolution or 

civil war, etc.). And here the main thing is that the break is interfaced with gravitation, attraction, 

it results from this attraction as “secondary”, instead of primary in relation to it, a certain 

threshold, and radical completion of a certain existential. It is brightly reflected in Russian 

history, art and philosophy. Historical “breaks” (transition to Christianity, centralization of 

princely patrimonies, Petrine turn to the Europe, October revolution of 1917, finally, the 1991) 

transform Russian culture (in particular) in original palimpsest – the notion about its consistently 

archaizing stratifications is made only from rare authentic fragments. At the same time, a 

preliminary, constantly separate experience flows in following layers, being kept in a latent 

condition and fermenting already, at first sight, a brand new culture. So, since a Peter break the 

philosophers of the XVIII-th century (a “scientific team” of Peter the Great: Theophan 

Prokopovich, Vasily Tatischev, Antiokh Kantemir and later Mikhail Lomonosov) provoke 

already the occurrence in the near future of a sign dilemma (Westernism or Slavophilia), and 



Russian consciousness rests first of all against this opposition til now. A break is perceived in the 

eighteenth century as a certain renovation, as improving, progressive fact of culture. The 

opposite motivation (as idea of an attraction, compression, “sewing together”, etc.) in the 

nineteenth century starts with the doctrine about the beginning of Sobornost (spiritual 

community of many jointly living people), developed by Aleksey Khomyakov. In any cases of 

deviations of Russian philosophical consciousness, it continues to be drawn to one of these 

poles. And, finally, speaking about poetic consciousness, always remaining within the limits of 

the historical time and motivating reception, we shall see most brightly poeticizing of break first 

of all in texts of the futurists who had proclaimed the “overrunning of art”, a radical break with 

tradition, and at the other pole – the Akmeists (the famous exclamation of Osip Mandelstam to a 

violinist: “So play till the aorta snaps…”). Here the difference is shown on a cross-section of the 

subject. 
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Turning points of Dostoevsky’s aesthetics. 

Svetlana Evdokimova (Brown University, Providence, USA) 

 

DostoОvsФв’s prОoММupКtТon аТtС tСО quОstТons oП Кrt КnН rОprОsОntКtТon Тs МonsТНОrОН Тn tСТs 
paper from the point of view of his concern with the crisis of Platonic aesthetics. The paper 

discusses Fyodor Karamazov as a performing artist who anticipates the anti-Platonic turn in 

modern philosophy described, among others, by Deleuze and Baudrillard, theoreticians 

ТnvОstТgКtТng postЦoНОrn sОnsТtТvТtв. In МontrКst to DostoОvsФв’s rОХТgТous КОstСОtТМs, ЛКsОН on 
the Platonic (and Neoplatonic) representation and captured in his notion of “realism in a higher 

sense,” FвoНor KКrКЦКгov (КХong аТtС IvКn KКrКЦКгov’s НОvТХ КnН sОvОrКХ otСОr МСКrКМtОrs аСo 
represent modern aesthetic trends) emerges as a prophet of postmodernism, a representative of 

the poetics of phantasmatic simulacra, of the destabilization of meaning, and aleatory verbal 

НОПТХОЦОnt. RОКНТng FвoНor’s notorТous ЛХКspСОЦв КnН ЛuППoonОrв Кs tСО ЦКnТПОstКtТon oП СТs 
rejection of Platonic representation and the embrace of the aesthetic existence of simulacrum, the 

pКpОr КrguОs tСКt FвoНor’s usО oП НТstortОН quotКtТons, СТs rОПОrОnМОs to tСО nonОбТstОnt orТgТnКХs, 
his deconstruction of cultural intertext, and his hypertextuality link his performance-driven 

activity to postmodern aesthetics. Dostoevsky sensed the pending crisis in the aesthetic and 

religious consciousness of modernity, and he was therefore concerned with the rupture between 

the modern aesthetic and its foundation in Platonic tradition. Trying to defend his “realism in a 

higher sense,” Dostoevsky was critical of both the naturalistic understanding of realism, which, 

in his opinion, was limiting itself to exterior similarity and superficial depiction, and of the 

emerging aesthetic sensibility that separated the image from the proto-image. 

       

 

Tsvetaeva’s Poetrв as an Embodiment of Russian Cultural Dialectic of 
Rupture and Continuity. 

Sarah Ossipow Cheang (Université Populaire du Canton de Genève, Geneva, 

Switserland) 

 

The tension between the traditional and avant-gardist forces is particularly strong in Russian 

МuХturО КnН СТstorв КnН Тt Тs noаСОrО ЦorО pОrМОptТЛХО tСКn Тn MКrТnК TsvОtКОvК’s poОtrв. 
InНООН, tСО stКrФ МontrКst ЛОtаООn TsvОtКОvК’s ЦКrФОНХв НТsruptТvО stвХe and her attachment to 

traditions has often been noted. For instance, Michael Makin observes that in her works 

Tsvetaeva not only repeats the argument between the nineteenth century archaist movement and 



the innovative movement but that she also resolves this opposition.
4
 Indeed, on the one hand, 

TsvОtКОvК’s poОtrв sООЦs to МonПТrЦ tСО ОбpХosТvО nКturО oП RussТКn МuХturО, ЛОМКusО tСО 
changes in style between her various poetic collections are, sometimes, quite dramatic: from the 

cosy intimacy of the Evening Album to the poignant expressiveness of The Poem of the End, it is 

obvious that a radical transformation has occurred. In this regard, it is of paramount importance 

to СТgСХТgСt tСКt tСО stвХТstТМ НТsМontТnuТtв oП TsvОtКОvК’s poОtТМs СКs ЛООn, Кt ХОКst partially, 

provoked by the upheavals of Russian history, i.e. the 1917 October Revolution and the civil 

аКr. On КnotСОr СКnН, tСО sТgnТПТМКnМО КnН tСО ТЦportКnМО oП tСО МХКssТМs Тn TsvОtКОvК’s poОtrв 
is particularly strong and it is symptomatic of her awareness of the dangers associated with the 

ОrКsurО oП tСО МuХturКХ СОrТtКgО oП tСО pКst. In tСТs pОrspОМtТvО, TsvОtКОvК’s poОЦs “BoХ’sСОvТФ” 

(1921) is particularly telling, since in it, the thematic novelty is intricately entangled with a 

traditional folkloric streak creating a surprising, and yet productive clash. Hence, I propose to 

НТsМХosО, tСrougС Кn КttОntТvО rОКНТng oП tСТs poОЦ, TsvОtКОvК’s rОПusКХ to gОt rТН oП tСО pКst КnН 
her ability to integrate the cultural legacy of her predecessors into an entirely new historical 

ПrКЦОаorФ. In sСort, I proposО to unНОrХТnО tСО spОМТПТМТtв oП TsvОtКОvК’s poОtТМ stвХО ОnКЛХТng 
her to transform both the traditional and highly avant-gardist artistic works (respectively 

reflecting a traditional and an innovative outlook on Russian culture) into an idiosyncratic 

creation. In doing so, she somehow unifies the apparently incompatible aspects of Russian 

МuХturО. TСТs Тs Тn ХТnО аТtС TsvОtКОvК’s rОЦКrФ on tСО proбТЦТtв ЛОtаООn PusСФТn КnН 
MКТКФovsФв ЦКНО Тn СОr ОssКв ‘TСО PoОt КnН TТЦО’ (1932).5  

 

 

Russian Past and Future in Contemporary Dystopias. 

Andrei Stepanov (St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg, Russia) 

 

The paper examines some new trends in Russian fiction, which became apparent in the 2000s, 

first of all, the so-called “boom of dystopias”. The author singles out two kinds of contemporary 

dystopia, namely the one predicting disintegration of the state after the revolution and / or 

terrorist attack, and the one predicting creation of the totalitarian state, and demonstrates their 

НТППОrОnМОs: prОНТМtТons oП МСКos аОrО ПorgottОn ЛОПorО Хong, аСТХО prОНТМtТons oП tСО КutoМrКМв’s 
rОТnПorМОЦОnt МontТnuО to rОЦКТn КМtuКХ. In VХКНТЦТr SoroФТn’s НвstopТКn trТХogв “A Day of 

Opritchnik”, “Sugar Kremlin” and “Telluria” the author finds not a fancy about the future, but 

the hyperbolical representation of our days' political realia and some features of the past. 

Although formally Sorokin presents Russian history as a set of devastating revolutions, each new 

formation preserves some traits of the previous one. These recurrent traits do not form the 

“historical kernel”, most of them remain strange and inexplicable, they have neither goal, nor 

sense, and “eclecticism” is the final all-encompassing word able to describe Russian history and 

culture. 

 

 

Russian dramaturgy of the XIX century as an imported product: 

transgression of cultural transfer. 

Ljudmil Dimitrov (the University St. Kliment Ohridski and the Theatre College 

“Lyuben Grois”, Sofia, Bulgaria) 
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Dreams of Alexander Dovгhenko and Eugene Bauer’s hallucinations (or 
somnambulistic visions). 

Oleg Kovalov (film-director and film researcher, St-Petersburg State Cinema &TV 

Institute, St Petersburg, Russia) 

 



The Russian October Revolution of 1917 seemed to blow up a bridge between two ages. And 

аСОn Тn tСО 1920’s there was a boom of the pioneering Soviet cinema, all the Russian pre-

revolutionary films seemed to be outdated and even archaic. 

And it is very difficult now not to agree with the point: the pre-revolutionary cinema consisted of 

the stage melodrama as a script fulfilled with a long motionless scenes, while the post-

revolutionary cinema brought to the screen the rebellious masses Ode with the explosive 

montage of short and ultra-short shots. 

Therefore, it might seem absurd to put together image worlds of Soviet master Alexander 

Dovzhenko and Eugene Bauer, who made his films before the revolution. However, it was Boris 

Zavelev who worked as a cameraman on almost all of the famous Bauer’s ЦovТОs КnН ХКtОr 
ЛОМКЦО pКrt oП AХОбКnНОr DovгСОnФo’s tОКЦ sСootТng suМС К ЦКstОrpТОМО Кs "ГvОnТgorК"(1928). 

And we can suppose that some creative concepts of this outstanding cameraman were developed 

in a different historical period when he faced such unexciting materials and tasks working with 

one of the leaders of Soviet cinema avant-garde. 

The presentation’s КТЦ is to discover some links, invisible from the first sight, between these two 

stages in the development of Russian national cinema. 

BКuОr’s ЦovТОs, just Кs the other Russian films of the second decade of tСО 2000’s, were full of 

mysterious motives. But "Zvenigora" by Dovzhenko can be described as almost the only 

example of the Soviet films of this age which has a mystical fable. The action in the Russian 

cinema of the 1910’s seemed to be extremely delayed and characters looked like a slow-moving 

stranger.  But  Dovzhenko’s characters often freeze in poses inside a shot becoming a "living 

sculpture" as if he stopped time duration inside the scene. Thus with such different approaches 

we can see some similarity in artistic results. 

And despite the Soviet cinema avant-garde principles, which Dovzhenko followed officially, the 

structural composition of his films is defined by the logic of dreams with theirs metaphysical and 

irrational features. By the same token, what we read in his diary is “Dream is a right form and 

montage and composite method for expressing different interesting and extraordinary things...” 

The point of Russian pre-revolutionary cinema was a fear of real life, and it was Eugene Bauer 

who found the best way to express it. As for Dovzhenko, he certainly did not deny or was not 

afraid of reality, but created his own world elevated above real life and expressing its essential 

idea. 

He imprinted on the screen in sculptor forms not only the characters but also matter of time and 

space condensed to metaphysical values.  

TСО ОssОntТКХ ОбprОssТon oП suМС К НТrОМtor’s vТsТon Тs "TСО LОgОnН oП RoбКnnО", the central 

episode of the "Zvenigora" film and a masterpiece of cinematography cut by Zavelev.  

The presentation will show and analyze the artistic techniques through which Zavelev embodied 

the surreal motifs at different stages of his work. And of course we will present the most 

sТgnТПТМКnt ОбКЦpХОs ПroЦ tСО DovгСОnФo’s "ГvОnТgorК", where the cameraman visibly plays off 

the structure and the matter of dreams on the screen.  

As a conclusion we came to the idea that when depicting fantastic reality in films of the 1910s, 

the cameraman Boris Zavelev tried to penetrate the depths of the individual’s unconscious, while 

during his work with Dovzhenko he was able to reflect the "collective unconscious" of entire 

nation in an unique form of graphic screen images. We thus expose subtle links between the two 

stages of development of the national cinema which otherwise appear disconnected by social 

history.  
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Discussions of the late 1950s – 1960s on traditions and innovations in the case 

studв of Andrei Tarkovskв’s films. 
Evgenii Tsymbal (Film Director, Moscow, Russia)  
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‘The past is passionately looking into the future’: Remake as a strategy of 

cultural conceptualisation at the brink of the ХХ –ХХI centuries. 

Margarita Odesskaya (Russian State University for the Humanities, Moscow, Russia) 

 

The process of sociocultural modernization is usually connected with total destruction of the 

existing system of paradigmatic constants. In such interim periods as the turn of the century a 

certain reassessment of the basic values and priorities inevitably happens. Those processes can 

be both of a sudden and of a gradual character. Reflections of the past and efforts made to 

understand it are, in fact, the way to understand and conceptualize the present. «The real process 

in the past, - as Yu. Lotman once wrote, - is substituted by a model»
1
.  The model in question is a 

kind of substratum, the unity of information about the text itself, about its historical and cultural 

context, the whole discourse of the epoch and some clichéd image of the author. 

 

At the turn of the XXI century, the tendency for writing remakes of classical literature expands 

vastly in the sphere of theatre and drama. Literary remake appears to be one of the ways of re-

evaluating the cultural inheritance of the past, of de-mythifying it. Remake is a modification of 

pКstТМСО, oП КutСor’s КttТtuНО to «the word of the others». It represents the structural model of 

«texts within texts»: a new contemporary text intrudes into the canonic text of certain epoch. 

“The transfer from one system of semiotic realisation of the text into another”, according to Yu. 

Lotman, becomes meaning-generating, “КММОntuКtОs tСО ХuНТМ quКХТtв oП tСО tОбt… КnН Тts ХuНТМ 
nature is emphasised – that is, its ironic, parodic, theatrical etc. meaning”2

. To my mind, due to 

the situation of the end of the XX century, when the “socialistic” paradigm rapidly collapsed, 

literary remake now plays an extremely important role in the re-actualization of our cultural 

inheritance. 

 

In this paper I am going to speak about one of the leading Russian playwrights and stage 

directors Vasily Sigarev and his play “The Blizzard” – a remake of A. Pushkin’s famous novella. 

 
1  . . .   .  я  . , 

я, . ., 2004. . 25 
2 

Ibid. P. 66. 
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High relevance for the post-Soviet period of the motifs and images of 

literary works of the 1920s on the Russian Civil war. 

Kira Gordovich (the North-West Institute of Printing Arts of St. Petersburg State 

University, St. Petersburg, Russia) 

 

Writers with various views of the world and different artistic aims have turned to the depiction of 

the civil war. Among them there were those who sent curses to the 'Cursed days', like Ivan 

Bunin, Zinaida Gippius, and a commander of the Red Army Alexander Malyschkin, and those 

far from politics, such as Aleksey Remizov, Mikhail Prishvin, and a participant of the 'White' 

movement Gaito Gazdanov. 

 

It is not so much the differences, but the similarities between the motifs, which are accentuated 

in texts of various genres (diaries, notes, novels), that catch the eye: cruelty, bloodshed, 

heartache. Not simply the blood of individual people, but the whole of the motherland shocks the 

sight and thoughts. The theme of cruelty stops being attached to something specific, like the 

commissars, villagers, Reds or Whites; it is the civil war itself, and the murder of civilians that is 

cruel and pointless.  

 

                                                           
8
  . . .   .  я  . , я, 

. ., 2004. . 25 

9
  . . 66. 



For many authors the perception of the public catastrophe is connected to personal tragedy, such 

as the loss of loved ones or the separation from the motherland. One of the motifs that manifests 

throughout is the fate of the individual. It is notable that there is no indifference or malevolence 

neither in the narrator's position, nor in the perception of the autobiographical characters. At the 

same time, they feel the internal need and public necessity to capture the events for posterity and 

to save specific details and elements as important human documents.  

 

It is characteristic that many of the insights and ponderings are phrased as questions to 

themselves, their contemporaries, to life. We hear questions, that don't have answers: 'Who 

needed to turn everything into a desert, to flood with blood?' The strictly personal is almost 

always yoked together with the general significance, the fate of the many, the fate of Russia, 

with which the blood ties have grown so obvious with separation. The contrast between the 

beauty of the world and the horror of death cannot but astound. Human thought attempts to 

understand what is happening, but all logic, laws of nature and all the principles, upon which life 

was built, are compromised.  

 

Both the narrative works and the diary entries are also interesting in the symbolic imagery 

created by the authors. Gippius has her 'blistered soul', which has lost fate and forgot how to 

hope, but even the frozen soul lives on, and it is this that forces it to write, to voice the silence, to 

rise above the personal. In Shmelyov's work sun shines onto the tragic picture. But this is not the 

Sun as the life-source, but a 'dead' sun, 'feasting on the cemetary'. The biblical image of the 

'mortal cup' is deliberately decreased - all that was in it has been emptied, and soup has been 

poured in, and two dozen people are eating out of it with wooden spoons. Remizov connects the 

image of the 'whirled up Rus' not only with the civil war, but also with the revolution. This 

image is accompanied by an extended comparison to 'the thawing of sewage'; however, the 

image of the whirlwind also includes the word of love, the word of faith and of a sorrowful 

goodbye.  

 

In the systems of imagery created by various authors the events of the war are related to the 

beauty of the world, the unprecedented cruelty - to the helplessness of the alive. Every one of the 

writers has found their own aspect in the depiction of this terrifying theme. 

  

 

Lev Shestov’s legacв in the context of Russian culture. 
Rahilia Kulieva (the Slavic university of Baku, Baku, Azerbaijan) 
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Typological Projections of Rupture (African Analogies of Russian Poetic 

Modern). 

Irina Satygo (Chernivtsy national university named after Yurii Fedkovich, Chernivtsy, 

Ukraine)  

 

While speaking about the Russian culture of the post-Petrine era as about the controversial 

phenomenon, we should have objective reasons for conclusions. Therefore a question is bound to 

arise: whether the phenomenon of the Russian culture is the rare, unique phenomenon, or if here, 

it is possible to find the situation extrapolated to any other society? Considering the Russian 

culture in the context of components socially, publicly and territorially close to it, we will deal 

with a scene of real interaction between such elements. Hence, it is useful to see a situation “in 

pure form” as objectively similar. The most suitable here is, strange though it may seem, the 

African experience. 



 

The excursus on the African culture of the period of destruction of colonial system and its post-

colonial formation draws together two such emblematic figures of radical social shift / rupture 

times, as Alexander Blok (1880–1921) and Léopold Senghor (1906–2001), the author of the Pan-

African conception of négritude. Both poets become the keys for understanding of their culture 

НurТng Тts totКХ МrТsТs, Лut, Кt tСО sКЦО tТЦО, tСОТr МoЦpКrТson НoОsn’t КХХoа to spОКФ КЛout tСО 
exclusiveness of each of them. It is significant that they both acted as reformers of poetic speech: 

Alexander Blok, as the reformer of the Russian poetic metrics and the interpreter of dolnik and 

otСОr ПorЦs oП tonТМ poОtrв, LéopoХН SОngСor, Кs AПrТМКn trКНТtТonКХ vОrsО’s rОПorЦОr. АО МКn 

state an imminent inclination of both poets to musical forms: romance, folk dance song and 

sКtТrТМКХ songs Тn BХoФ’s poОtrв, Кs аОХХ Кs to tСО trКНТtТonКХ AПrТМКn song poОЦ, rОМrОКtТng toЦ-

toЦ rСвtСЦ or sОК surП Тn SОngСor’s vОrsОs (Тt Тs notОН Лв tСОТr researchers). This recourse to 

music and, at the same time, to primary, national forms of poetry, in both cases creates specific 

“КutСor’s ЦusТМ”, the base of their art which has at the same time become a certain marker of all 

poetry of the collapse period. 

 

As for the civic stand of Russian and Senegalese authors, we can state that at some time they 

ЛotС КНЦТt tСО rКНТМКХ rupturО oП tСО poХТtТМКХ ЦoНО oП tСОТr МountrТОs (BХoФʼs “TаОХvОˮ (1918); 
SОngСor’s “EtСТopТquОsˮ (1956)), СКvТng НОvОХopОН tСОn К МrТtТМal rethinking of the incident. 

Alexander Blok reflects a crucial moment of his epoch by changing the general character of the 

poetic writing, breaking habitual ideas of poetic rhythm. We observe a similar picture as 

typological repeat on the example of Léopold Senghor. Both poets, having experienced the 

radicalism of revolutionary events firstly with enthusiasm, then felt disappointment in the 

revolution, poeticized before, that cost life to one of them, and made wise another as a successful 

politician and cultural figure, disciple of overall unification in the post-colonial world.  

Hence, the studied case brings to the conclusion that social ruptures which experience creative 

personalities influence actively not only their vision of a situation, but even their writing style. 

Contrary to the commonly adopted idealization of everything written by poets, turning them into 

certain world outlook dogmas, it is also necessary to recognize that in case of every one of their 

texts we deal with splinters of a never complete poetic consciousness. 
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“Wicked Albion” and “Iron Anglo-Saxon Energy” 

(Reflections on English Literature and the Idea of a “New Britt” in Late-

Imperial Russia). 

Maria Krivosheina (Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia) 

In 1903, in the review of the book of London travelogues by I. Shklovsky (under the pen name 

Dioneo), the regular contributor to the “Herald of Europe”(Vestnik Evropy)  E. Lyatsky remarks: 

“Our society cannot be blamed for the lack of interest in the history and literature of England. 

The latter has influenced Russian literature immensely.  English history has always interested us 

primarily because of its institutions and fiery, highly edifying fight for the ideals of civil 

freedom”. The reviewer notes, that “well-written essays by Mr. Dioneo” are, in fact, an attempt 

to “sketch the picture of England in its transition phase of imperialism”. The 1890-1910s in the 

Russian Empire were indeed marked by the meticulous attention to the most various sides of 

British life: literary as well as political (the colonial politics of Great Britain, the Anglo-Boer 

War, later – the role of the English Army in WWI). Since the notions about these two spheres of 

British culture and society were often entwined, it would be interesting to trace how the 

ideological factors, most notably the reaction to the British imperialist politics, could influence 

the specifics of the reception of English fin-de-siècle literature (R. Kipling, A. Conan Doyle, 

R.L. Stevenson, etc.) in Late-Imperial Russia. 

Starting from circa 1890-s “the British discourse” in Russian press acquires quite peculiar 

overtones: the idea of the “new type of a Brit” (the imperialism-bred) is introduced, as well as 

the analysis of the reflections of the type in literature – mostly literature of the late 19
th

 century. 

In 1893, the magazine “The Books of Nedelya”, the appendix to the gazette “Nedelya”(Week), 

published an article written by the chief editor – P. Gaydeburov, who had the notoriety of a 

liberal “narodnik”. TСО КrtТМХО ОбpХТМТtХв ПoХХoаОН tСО tТtХО oП D. MОrОгСФovsФв’s ЦКnТПОsto (“On 

the Reason of the Decline of English Literature”) and was based on the text of a “hoary with 



age” English positivist critic, Fr. Harrison, issued in the New-York-based magazine “Forum”. 

Comparing the ideas of Harrison and young Merezhkovsky, Gaydeburov concludes: on the one 

hand, [the development of] literature in England is slowed down by the highly developed 

political interests and the confrontation of the parties. It is impeded by the protracted war, it is 

enfeebled by protest movement and even more by the heavy realization that British society 

stands on the verge of some great and invisible changes”. On the other hand, the life of 

Englishmen is said to be “too comfortable”, thus making all the newly-emerged literary 

movements the reaction to the “jogtrot of everyday” (“Stevenson keeps acting like Robinson 

Crusoe, Kipling is seeking death”). Some time later, Shklovsky-Dioneo in his British 

correspondence for the magazine “The Treasure of Russia” (Russkoye bogatstvo) not only insists 

on the revolution (revolution of thought included) that (allegedly) happened in England – 

unbeknownst to most and bloodless – but also ponders on the new British “middle class” and 

attempts to trace how the figure of the New Englishman is reflected in the works by prominent 

Victorian novelists.  

The Russian attitude towards the authors that were seen as “supporters of imperialism” was 

especially remarkable and most ambiguous: it distinctly fixates on the paradox formulated by the 

historian A. Davidson – the stubborn interest that the Russian reader had for English literature 

was often mingled with at least suspicious attitude if not hostility towards British politics. Thus, 

reviewing in 1901 the collection by A. Conan Doyle – «The Green Flag and Other Stories» – 

critic S. Oldenburg points out that “in his books Conan Doyle vividly reflects the interests of a 

significant part of the English public, i.e. one that was brought to the forefront by the events of 

recent years. The sketches highlight those aspects that are precious to the Brit of a certain kind: 

war, brigandage, coursing, fisticuffs, adroit fraud for the patriotic or professional needs”. 

Oldenburg compares Doyle to R. Kipling, who was particularly often in the centre of attention of 

Russian literary critics. The definition from the preface to the bilingual collection of stories, 

published already in 1914, in the series called “The Library of Linguistics” proclaims Kipling “a 

true Brit, whose whole soul, temper and world view embody the best maxims of British nation, 

which was always meant to rule the waves”. However, the words of other journalists, especially 

the pre-war ones, often were considerably harsher: Kipling was seen as “a Czar and prophet of 

imperialism”, having huge (and pernicious) influence on his contemporaries; the personification 

of the “carnivorous, conqueror side of English spirit” and “the unique English chauvinism”, “the 

Machiavellian monarchism”, etc. 

Hence, in my talk I will attempt to show how ideological/political factors were able to transform 

and mutilate the reaction of the Russian reader to the English writers of the late 19
th

 and early 

20
th

 century – scrutinized in the context of the Russian concept of a “new class modern 

Englishman”. 

 


